Amazon Now Considers Face
Scanning For Ring Doorbells
Amazon is already using Ring doorbell cameras to create a nationwide
snitch system of neighborhood watch video for law enforcement, so
adding facial recognition to the cameras could be expected. ⁃ TN Editor
Amazon has considered adding facial recognition technology to its Ring
doorbell cameras, according to a letter to a U.S. senator defending its
video-sharing partnerships with police.
The company told Sen. Ed Markey that facial recognition is a
“contemplated, but unreleased feature” of its home security cameras but
that there are no plans to coordinate that feature with its law
enforcement partnerships.
Markey wrote to Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos in September raising privacy
and civil liberty concerns about Ring’s video-sharing agreements with
police departments across the country. The company encourages police
to tap into Ring’s Neighbors app, a forum for residents to share videos of
suspicious activity captured by their home security cameras.
The Massachusetts Democrat also expressed alarm that Ring may be

pursuing face-scanning technology after a patent application showed the
company is exploring a system that could flag certain people as
suspicious and automatically alert police.
Markey released Amazon’s responses Tuesday.
Amazon’s initial response to Markey said Ring doesn’t currently offer
facial recognition. Then Markey sent another letter to Bezos asking why
it’s mentioned in Ring’s privacy policy. In a Nov. 1 follow-up, Amazon’s
vice president of public policy, Brian Huseman, said that the company
frequently innovates based on customer demand and that facial
recognition is an increasingly common feature in cameras made by
competitors such as Google’s Nest division.
“If our customers want these features in Ring security cameras, we will
only release these features with thoughtful design including privacy,
security, and user control,” Huseman wrote.
Markey’s questions about facial recognition were part of broader
concerns that some lawmakers and civil liberties advocates have about
Ring and its police partnerships. Amazon sought to address those
concerns in its letters to Markey, emphasizing that camera owners have
a choice about whether to share videos. The company noted that police
aren’t allowed to seek recordings that are longer than 12 hours in
duration or that cover a geographical area that is too specific or broad.
But Amazon also said it doesn’t require law enforcement to delete a
user’s video footage after a certain period. Nor would it entertain
Markey’s request that it commit to never selling users’ biometric
information, saying only that it doesn’t do so now.
Read full story here…

